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THEME OF THE DAY
FIRE

...TOGETHER
Each Voice | Every Community
Dear Community members:

**Earth, Water, Air and Fire: 4 ingredients to help make...bread!**

Take some wheat-flour produced by the earth, add yeast and water; watch how the yeast makes the dough rise with air, and then the oven - fire will produce a tasty loaf.

In L’Arche, as Stephan and Stacy pass on to Sylvain, the flame they’ve carried since Belfast, we bring our own special bread of shared life and relationships to the table of the world. And we will receive more than we give!

**SPOTLIGHT ON INDIA**

Tell us about your favourite moments this week:

**RAHUL:** The Charter work and themed activities each day. We use fire to cook, but it could also be dangerous.

**ASHUTOSH:** Every word in the Charter was our word. And this IFA didn’t feel like being in an online meeting, it felt like the Assembly was happening right here in our community.

What is your message to the communities in the federation?

**RAHUL:** We need to learn more to work together, talk together and eat together.

**ASHUTOSH:** Let’s be inspired by our individual stories.

**"...it felt like the Assembly was happening right here..."**

Marzena et Robert de Gdynia, Pologne, partagent leurs moments forts de la semaine:

**MARZENA:**

The opening celebration. I am an actress I like meeting people. I was happy to show our beautiful gift of mosaic from Trosly, and be with all the Polish delegates.

**ROBERT:**

L’Arche is a big family! I feel our unity even if we speak different languages. Let’s remain connected to each other beyond the Assembly.

**"We hope that in L’Arche we will not be afraid of being fragile or to talk about God."**
According to the Constitution of the International Federation of L'Arche Communities, each confirmed community has the right of one vote, which counts as two. Individual members (except pastoral ministers mandated by a country and Federation Council members) have the right to vote, it counts as one.